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185,000+ WordsJaycee Lawrence has never had room in her life for anything less than perfection.

Now charged with keeping the hottest contractor on television in one piece and on schedule, her life

revolves around production times and remodeling nightmaresâ€”not to mention the very real issue of

guarding her heart from falling for her very eligible boss. Weakness in this industry is not an option,

and itâ€™s never been one for Jaycee either. Then life starts throwing kinks and curve balls at her.

With her family back home in jeopardy, what will she choose -- the job and Derek or the life she left

behind when it collapsed around her?Derek West never pictured himself running his own

construction show, but working for the Home & Hearth Channel has become his Number One

priority. On the job, he will settle for nothing less than 100% perfection, and thatâ€™s why he likes

having Jaycee around. His focus and drive is only surpassed by hers, and he has learned to relax

and work and let her take care of the rest of his life for him. However, when tragic news strikes for

Jaycee back home, Derek soon realizes his reliance on her might run deeper than just schedules

and take-out. Can he fight the growing attraction with the woman he always thought was just doing

her job? Or is Derek in much deeper than he ever thought possibleâ€”too deep to go back and deep

enough to drown if he doesnâ€™t figure out how to stay strong and resist the feelings that are

quickly becoming impossible to ignore?WHEN Iâ€™M WEAK is The Epic Sequel to MIRROR
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I really enjoyed this segment of the Grace Series by Staci Stallings. Her books are always

guaranteed to make the reader think and evaluate his/her own life. She uses real life situations to

showcase the love of God and she always directs the reader back to the saving grace of Jesus.

Stallings does so in a way that feels natural to the reader and is highly encouraging. Some parts of

the book may be hard to read as they really do cause the reader to evaluate their own walk with the

Lord. However, by the time the reader has finished the book, he/she is left feeling encouraged and

wanting to make some changes in his/her own life. Thank you, Staci Stallings, for another enjoyable

book that I couldn't put down!

I have read previous books by this author. But, this one really made me think. I love that an author

can challenge me to rethink how I am living this life we are given. This book makes me desire to be

a better person.

Loved Jaycee and Derek, but the does he like me or could she ever like me bit drove me nuts...I just

wanted to say YES! Let's see what happens next! Lol!The Pastors sermons and advice were

awesome! Loved every word. Adored Mrs. P. in this book also.I recommended to 3 of my family

members.Thanks Staci for another great detour from my reality. Just Loved!

This book is an enjoyable challenging read . Enjoyable because it has a good storyline srrong

characters and is a love story of the best kind. Challenging because in watching Jaycee snd Derek

move beyond the settled confines of their relationship to something they couldn't imagine, we are

faced with looking at our own relationships .The reason I find Staci Stallings such compelling writer

is that as well as entertaining she manages to leave me more positive about my own faith and

circumstances. These are believsble characters in believable situations making believable decisions

.Looking forward to reading the next book in this series
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